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Welcome to Jokkmok
– SMALL-TOWN CHARM HEADING FOR THE BIG ADVENTURE

j o k k m o k k i s a mythical, multi-faceted and
challenging part of Swedish Lapland. Five thousand people live here, in an area as large as half
of Switzerland. Jokkmokk consists of forestland,
marshland and a magnificent mountain world
with vast national parks, such as Sarek and Padjelanta. The viable Sámi culture is carried by both
modern and ancient traditions.
The Arctic climate features abrupt and exciting
seasonal changes. Winter is long. The northern
lights give dark and cloudless nights a magical
touch as they billow across the sky in green, but
sometimes also white, pink and purple. Temperatures change rapidly: one day heading towards
minus 35 and the next featuring a mild breeze and
thaw. The contrasts are many: between forest and
2

bare mountain, between town and wilderness, between high-tech and inherited knowledge. Tame
rivers with huge dams supply the Swedish grid
with a significant amount of green electricity. In
other rivers and streams the water flows just like
it has always done. Not even ice can tame what’s
wild.
For many, Jokkmokk is a yet unknown destination. You can still feel like an explorer here,
experiencing and seeing things that most people
around the world will never be able to. Your time
spent here could be the most memorable days of
your life. Just remember that you have to plan
your trip a little bit more carefully than if this was
a visit to a population-dense, developed area.
Travelling to Jokkmokk is all about pre-arranging
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everything you want to experience. Book your
activities, dream dinners and your choice of
accommodation. Make sure it’s the right season
for the kind of activities you want to do. In return,
your stay in Jokkmokk will become something
really, really special.
We’re guessing that it’s probably going to be
the people you meet that you’ll remember after
your visit. Meetings and discussions where your
experiences and theirs have rubbed against each
other and led to new insights. Perhaps your meeting with Jokkmokk will change the way you view
the world. Perhaps you’ll look at life and your
existence slightly differently afterwards.
“Buoris boahtem Jåhkåmåkkåj!/Buresboahtin
Jåhkåmåhkkái!” *

TOURIST INFORMATION

At Jokkmokk’s Tourist Information
we can help you with information and tips.
You can find us at Västra Torggatan 11,
+46(0)971-222 50 or via email,
visit@jokkmokk.se
More about Jokkmokk at

www.jokkmokk.se/turism

* “Welcome to Jokkmokk!” in
Lule Sámi/North Sámi language.
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Jokkmokk is a natural meeting place for Sámi people from all over Sápmi. Since
1606 – for more than four hundred years – the colourful Jokkmokk market has
been celebrated annually, starting on the first Thursday in February. This warm
celebration features cultural activities and amazing culinary experiences right in the
coldest midwinter weather. The market attracts tens of thousands of international
visitors. You won’t be able to find these genuine food experiences anywhere else.
The town is a centre for Sámi culture, with unique knowledge about the natural
resources of the region: game meat, featuring reindeer as its biggest star, berries,
herbs and exclusive fish.
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A springboard for new a
s t o p h e r e f o r a s e c o n d and think about why Jokkmokk sounds particularly
appealing to you. Could it be the location by the Arctic Circle, the polar region
where the sun doesn’t rise above the horizon in December and the Arctic night
is long? Or is it the protected forest landscape, such as the Muddus national park
with its ancient forest, ravines and waterfalls? Perhaps it’s the frozen fishing
waters, with the elusive Arctic char?
We believe it’s Jokkmokk as a whole that tempts visitors. Nature, culture and
traditions. The light. The knowledge about Arctic every-day living conditions.
Weather, wind and temperature set the pace. Don’t hesitate. Come here, learn
how to read the signs. Join us on an adventure where nature dictates the terms.
In Jokkmokk there’s plenty of space to challenge yourself and test your limits.
When you set off on a winter adventure it’s important to know how to dress,
how to travel on snow and how to cook outdoors. It’s invaluable and vital knowledge, whether you prefer a ride through the snow-covered forests, or wish to
explore the challenging, white mountain expanses. Perhaps you’re planning a
ski tour along the King’s Trail – perhaps the most famous trail in Sweden – and
then you’ll need both knowledge and stamina.
For many, a winter adventure equals a snowmobile, an indispensable vehicle
for those of us who live here – for reindeer herders not the least. You can travel
longer distances by snowmobile, in areas that are often inaccessible other times
of the year. If you prefer peace and quiet perhaps it’s better to glide along on
skis, powering yourself. Or perhaps walk on top of the snow, using snow shoes.
Regardless of mode of transport or choice of roads, being close to the pure, white
and endless is an unbeatable experience here in Jokkmokk. Hurry, come and get
ready for the adventure of a lifetime.
6
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A shaggy head in your arms, clever eyes meeting your gaze. As
you work your way across frozen expanses you get closer and
closer to your team of sled dogs. The sound of runners gliding
over snow and dogs breathing will be the only thing you hear.
You can tell they’re having fun. Jokkmokksguiderna take you
on exclusive dog-sled tours, two to twelve days long, and most
of them in one of Europe’s most mythical wilderness areas –
Sarek National Park. Matti and Stina make the trip more than
just an adventure. Before going to bed in a tent or a mountain
cabin you’ll prepare delicious food. Nature and people in the
region are a never-ending source of stories and you’ll be up until late at night, while the dogs are happily asleep in the snow.
jokkmokkguiderna.com
Foto: Arctic Wellnes

dventures

Photo: Jokkmokkguiderna

Behind dogs through Sarek

Tours and expeditions in Laponia
Laponia Adventures has a selection of ski tours ranging from
a couple of hours in the forest during midwinter to week long
mountain tours in Laponia. The nine-day Sarek ski expedition
is really something for the adventurous who like to challenge
themselves. One day it storms around you and the next day
it’s calm and everyone is basking in the sunshine. You develop
a special kind of bond to the group. In the evening everyone
gathers in the purpose-built tunnel tent to eat, but also to
share stories and experience from Laponia and places faraway. After a long day on skis the food will satiate both hunger
and taste buds before you two and two crawl into your shared
tent. For the more comfortable skier we also have easier tours
where we stay in mountain huts and ski with lighter backpacks.
www.laponiaadventures.com

Photo: Laponia Adventures

Time to enyou the cold?
Experience arctic yoga class in the magical Lapland. Discover
the power of your mind on frozen water with the movements
of nature. Yoga on Ice is one way to enjoy the winter and to
embrace the cold for finding peace and energy to manage
the dark winters. In order to find your inner-self absorbing the
amazing sounds of nature and above all – Silence. A yoga class
on snow covered ice, followed meditation in sauna. Your moment
in time for yoga and meditation in the open Arctic air of Swedish
Lapland!
Arctic Wellness Tel. +46 (0) 70 567 70 92
7
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World Heritage Laponia
– A LIVING CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

l a p o n i a i s o n e of the most valuable, unique and
welcoming cultural landscapes in Europe. With
open arms it welcomes all visitors who wish
to explore this singular, contrast-filled part of
the country. It’s awesome, wild, part roadless,
but definitely not lifeless. Wildlife is abundant
and people go about their daily lives in the area.
Four national parks whereof two of Sweden’s
oldest and largest are found here, with montane
virgin forests, winding rivers in deep valleys, vast
marshland and moorland, dramatic mountain
ranges and permanently frozen glaciers. Reindeer
herds roam the area, just like they’ve always done.
In 1996 Laponia was inscribed on the World
Heritage List by the UN body UNESCO. The
motivation was that the unique nature, Sámi
culture and reindeer herding are important to all
mankind. The national parks in Laponia has been
protected by law for a long time. The Swedish
national parks belong to all those who love powerful nature experiences. Protection is needed for
nature itself, animals and man.
The Laponian landscape bears traces of our
planet’s and mankind’s early history. The area has
been shaped by Sámi culture, and reindeer
herding remains an important culture bearer.
To the untrained eye, it might be difficult to see
8

traces of Sámi life in Laponia. It’s not surprising.
For thousands of years, residents and Sámi have
lived in a way that leaves few marks. When you
follow guides and locals around the area they’ll
help you see: settlements, hearths, trapping pits,
migration routes and valuable pasture.
Nine Sámi communities actively herd reindeer
in and around Laponia. The reindeer herders’
work with their herds is ongoing. Please bear that
in mind and show respect.
Discover Laponia. Enjoy it. Learn from it and
treasure it, respect history – but above all respect
the generations that will follow. Laponia is waiting
for you to come and visit.

Facts about Laponia
Four of Sweden’s 30 national parks are located in
Laponia: Sarek, Padjelanda/Badjelánnda, Muddus/
Muttos and Stora Sjöfallet/Stuor Muorkke.
Laponia also includes the Sjávnja and Stubbá nature reserves, and the areas Tjuoldavuobme (Tjuolta
Valley), Ráhpaäno suorgudahka (Látjávrre Delta) and
Sulidälbmá. All in, the great forests, mountains and
vast marshlands cover 9,400 square kilometres within
the municipalities of Jokkmokk and Gällivare.
Sámi economic associations in Laponia:
Baste cearru, Unna tjerusj, Sirges, Jåhkågaska tjiellde,
Tuorpon, Luokta-Mávas, and the Udtja, Slakka and
Gällivare forest Sámi associations.
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FIND YOUR WORLD HERITAGE
There are many ways of approaching a World Heritage such as Laponia.
Everyone will find theirs. Perhaps the journey of discovery will start at the
Ájtte Museum, with a virtual flight over the breathtaking landscape. Others
go by ski along the King’s Trail, or walk along on snow shoes. Some rent
a mountain cabin and watch Laponia’s ever-changing weather from the
veranda, or philosophise all day next to a fishing hole in the ice. How will
you approach it? www.ajtte.com

Discover Laponia –
before you even
get there
Four unique visitor centres offer different
perspectives and exhibitions, and together
with Naturum Laponia they give you an overall
picture of the World Heritage.

LAPONIA ENTRANCE JÅHKÅMÅHKKE/
JOKKMOKK. An exhibition where the entire

family can test their knowledge on Laponia
and fly through the World Heritage.
Kyrkogatan 3, Jokkmokk

LAPONIA ENTRANCE JIELLEVÁRRE/
GÄLLIVARE. An exhibition that lets you

experience reindeer slaughter and berry picking.
See the World Heritage in autumn colours.
Centralplan 4, Gällivare

LAPONIA ENTRANCE BÅRJÅS/
PORJUS. Exhibition: in the time of the blue

winter light and the dancing northern lights.
Strömgatan 25, Porjus
Photo Ájtte, Maria Klang

LAPONIA ENTRANCE HUHTTÁN/
KVIKKJOKK. Sign exhibition on what lives
and grows in Sarek and Padjelanta during
summer. Storvägen 19, Kvikkjokk
More information about all the Laponia
Entrances: www.laponia.nu

Photo: Carl-Johan Utsi

Reindeer herding is an important part of
Sámi culture. Care and love for the reindeer is strong. In Jokkmokk there are three
mountain Sámi communities and two forest
Sámi communities. A Sámi community is a
kind of economic association with several
reindeer businesses, not a village made up
of Sámi tents, even if that’s what it sounds
like. In winter the mountain Sámi move
their reindeer from the mountains down
to winter pasture in the forestland. Every
community has its own pastures. All Sámi
are not active reindeer herders, but many
help branding reindeer calves in summer
and at the reindeer sorting, when the
community gathers, counts and moves the
herd to other pastures.

Gateway to a World Heritage

Photo: Jann Lipka

The love of reindeer
is strong

The entrance naturum Laponia in Stora Sjöfallet/Stuor Muorkke is an inspiring
source of knowledge. Before you go exploring Laponia on your own you can
learn more about geology, flora and fauna, Sámi culture, reindeer husbandry and
the eight seasons. The building up on Viedásnjárgga is heavily exposed to the
weather; the architecture lets snow continuously change the shape of the house
in winter. The interior features a Sámi artistic idiom where everything holds a story. Activity programs for children and adults, such as gáhkko making, reindeerology and ideas for great day trips, perhaps to Ibbatjåhkkå – a miniature Laponia. Café and shop.
www.laponia.nu/naturum
9
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Sámi culture
AND IT´S EXPRESSIONS

The Sámi are one of the world’s indigenous people and have their own
parliament, flag and several languages. The Sámi region – Sápmi – extends
over four different countries: Sweden, Norway, Finland and Russia.
In Jokkmokk you’re always close to the Sámi culture – it’s a historic trade
venue and a centre for contemporary Sámi culture. Perhaps you’ve been
fascinated by the beautiful gákti, the traditional ceremonial clothing – but
just like with a lot of other things we carry inside, the surface doesn’t always
show who has a Sámi identity inside. And it can be just as alive inside the
waitress at the café as inside the reindeer herder.
The next pages contains reflections of two individuals on their part of
Sámi culture.

11
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Jessica Länta
Reindeer herder
Tell us: who is Jessica Länta?
“Jessica Länta is a 40-year-old, mother of two, living in Jokkmokk. I work as a reindeer herder with
my partner and my twin sister.”
How did you become a reindeer herder?
“My twin sister and I always followed our parents
up to the mountains and into the forest, and our
dad worked as a reindeer herder. It’s the environment I grew up in, so I suppose it’s was just a
natural choice. I don’t remember thinking that I’d
grow up to be a reindeer herder when I was little.
But I recently found out that I wrote a paper at
school stating I’d become a reindeer herder. Time
went by and I didn’t choose to do anything else,
so I had room in my life for it. Every day I learn
something new. My dad comes with me and gives
good advice. It’s an exchange of knowledge across
generations. A tradition that is passed on.”
Could you tell us more about working as a reindeer herder: what does a normal working day
look like?
“A typical winter day begins with me driving my
snowmobile, into the forest. We work in all
weather conditions, sometimes the temperature
drops to -40°C. The cold is worst in the beginning,
then you get used to it. But you have to be careful
not to get frostbitten, and you have to make sure
the snowmobile starts. I drive to the grazing area
where the reindeer are and check the edge, as we
call it. It’s the border the reindeer should keep
within. I read tracks in the snow. If I see that
several reindeer have crossed the border I heard
them back to the right side. It can take hours.
Sometimes I might not finish it in a day. Especially
in winter, when days are short. My sister, my partner and I work together. We take one side of the
border each, working individually to get as much
done as possible. In winter we often have reindeer to feed at home, by the house: a reindeer calf
perhaps, or a härk (castrated male). The children
like fussing over them. Once that’s done, my work
day is normally over. At times, like this spring, it
might be one or two o’clock at night before I can
go home.”

What’s the best thing about your job?
“Working outdoors. To be near the reindeer and
nature is priceless. The best time of year is when
the light returns after the dark season – what a
feeling it is to see the first rays of light struggle to
reach over the mountain ridge and to feel the heat
against your cheek.”
You belong to the Jåhkågasska Sámi community.
Tell us, what is a Sámi community – and how is
work distributed in a Sámi community?
“Jåhkågasska is a mountain Sámi village. It means
we follow the reindeer to forestland pasture in
autumn and winter, and up on the mountain in
spring and summer. The Sámi community is like
an economic association. It’s made up of members, reindeer herders. In summer we all help
looking after the reindeer on the mountain. In
winter we split into groups, often in families, or
other groupings you choose yourself.”
What challenges do you see for the future?
“I am concerned and anxious about environmental changes and climate change. If we keep
getting winters with slushy snow, we will get hit
by so-called grazing locks, which means that wet
ground freezes, making it impossible for the reindeer to reach their food. It’s devastating. If they
can’t graze they die and our livelihood disappears.
Instead we have to feed them pellets in the forest,
which is both expensive and hard work. We also
have to remember that reindeer prefer natural
grazing and find it difficult to switch to fodder –
many can’t cope and they die.
Reindeer grazing requires large areas and
there’s a lot of competition around: forestry, mining, tourism, roads, infrastructure. It’s another
challenge. But there are many positive signs for
the future. I see many my age or younger choosing to become reindeer herders. In other words:
a new generation is on its way. My own children
come with us when we work with the reindeer.
Then it’s up to them if they choose to carry the
tradition into the future.”
»
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Tell us: who is Elli-Karin Pavval?
“I’m a storyteller. Sámi stories, myths, legends
and fairy tales live inside of me – stories of Sápmi,
people, animals and beings.”

older I get, the more I love the book. It lets me travel back in memory, in time – to my childhood.”
What was life like back then, in your childhood?
“It was a good life. Quiet and harmonious. Well, it
could be difficult as well, at times. Back then reindeer set the pace of life. Pasture, nature, weather –
we’d watch it and listen to it. Yes, we lived close to
and with nature – never against.”
What’s the major difference between life back
then and life now?
“Life used to be hard on your body. You had to get
places unassisted. In summer we moved on foot
and in winter we skied with the reindeer caravan.

Foto: iStockphoto

You’re a literary person as well – a book was
written about you as a child. Tell us!
“The book Elli-Karin, by the photographer Anna
Rywkin Brick, tells the story about my childhood,
about life in a reindeer-herding family. I was three
years old when the book was published. The photographer lived with us for a while, with my family
and me. I liked her a lot, she loved children. And
she’d keep herself separate, letting us children play
and be ourselves when she took her photos. The

Foto: Maria Klang

Elli-Karin Pavval
Storyteller

14
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These days engines help, in the form of snowmobiles and quads. It makes it a bit easier. Women
and men have always shared the workload in reindeer herding, then and now. The biggest challenges
today are the exploitation of grazing lands and the
predators. Areas shrink because many compete for
the same resources – here in Sápmi where we’ve
lived and worked for centuries. It’s a shame, I
think, that so few are aware of the Sámi indigenous
people, our people, who live across four different
countries.”
Could you tell us a bit about Sámi storytelling
traditions, and the story times with you at Ájtte,
around the Winter Market?
“I always look forward to the market and to tell
stories. It’s usually four sessions in total, on the
Friday and on the Saturday. I tell Sámi stories,
myths and legends – in Lule Sámi and in Swedish.
There’s always a lot of interest, from both children
and adults. In my stories you get to meet characters
from Sámi mythology: stállo and
gadniha. Many tell me they were scared by stállo
as children, but I never felt that way. It was part
of growing up, part of learning to understand and
respect the dangers on the mountains: streams,

lakes. Not to run off and get lost. I haven’t written
anything down – everything I tell you is right here,
inside me, in my memory. I hope the younger generation will continue the oral tradition.”
Do you have a favourite among the spirits and
characters that feature in the myths?
“Yes, the little people, gadniha, have always attracted me. And the story about the girl and the moonlight shadow. She didn’t know that the shadow
comes when the moon shines; her
parents had forgotten to tell her. She was so
scared of the shadow. It’s an exciting story, but
with a happy ending. Actually almost all Sámi
stories end happily.”
Why is storytelling so important?
“The oral tradition is based on coming together,
gathering, listening to each other and telling
each other stories. Listening to the older generation and sharing stories build a community.
It enthralled me as a child – I always wanted to
hear more, and it made the adults keen and they
kept telling stories. It’s the same for me now,
when I see children and young people who stay
and listen.”

15

Nature carries
culture
w h at i s c u lt u r e ? If you think about it, it’s
everything. If you ask people in Jokkmokk it’s
definitely nature and outdoor life – most love to
spend time outdoors, skiing and snowmobiling,
fishing and hunting. To many, their little cabin in
the forest or on the mountain is almost sacred.
When you visit Jokkmokk you will, if you pay
attention, notice that Sámi culture is always present – in the form of language, traditions, handicraft and reindeer herding. It’s a natural part of
everyday life, but without the colourful attributes
you might expect. To guarantee a Sámi cultural
experience, or to listen to a real, live joik, please
book in advance.
Many recognised artists, craftsmen, musicians and designers are brought up in Jokkmokk.
There’s something about the forests and the
mountains, the proximity to animals and weather,
that engages people and inspires them to create.
Come and explore creative Jokkmokk. The desire
to express yourself using words, pictures or crafts
is visible throughout the community. Traditional
Sámi art and handicraft is called Sámi Duodji.
Natural material such as roots, antlers, wood and
16

wool, but also glass, silver and pewter are used to
create amazing everyday objects and decorative
items. Sámi Duodji changes constantly, with traditional craft and contemporary interpretations side
by side.
In the centre of Jokkmokk you’ll find a beloved, well-known landmark. Bio Norden was
inaugurated in 1935 and you can still come here
to watch a movie, go to a concert or the theatre.
Nowadays the red cinema house is a national
heritage site. Check the events calendar. If you’re
lucky you’ll be able to visit Bio Norden to experience culture in the full sense of the word.
If you want to learn more about Jokkmokk and
its culture you should definitely take a walking
tour with the cultural association Gamla Apoteket
(the Old Pharmacy), and visit Ájtte, the Swedish
Mountain and Sámi Museum. You’ll understand
more about our history and present – how the
meeting between Sámi and Swedish culture,
and later on with people from other parts of the
world, has shaped Jokkmokk as a multicultural
meeting place.
DE ST I NAT I ONS OF SW E DI S H L A PL A ND
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Ájtte – the Swedish Mountain and Sámi Museum, is an
enjoyable must. Around ten permanent exhibitions
combined with temporary ones attract visitors again
and again. Different rooms let you meet Sámi life, past
and present, the settlers’ conditions, the mountain animals and much more. The children have their own exhibition: Sarredievvá/Blueberry Hill, where the little ones
can ride a reindeer, go fishing in the stream and play
Jokkmokk Market. Stories told in Stállo’s tent fascinate
all ages. If you want to become a Laponia professional
you can challenge friends and parents to Laponia
Mania, where you have to kill the most mosquitoes, joik
in tune and collect knowledge points. The restaurant
serves the popular Sámi lunch bread gáhkko and
there’s also an inspiring shop in the museum for those
so inclined. www.ajtte.com

Joik is perhaps the oldest form
of music in Europe.
“It’s also a way of remembering.
You joik persons, places and
events so no one will forget, but
also animals and nature. Every
person used to have a joik, or
perhaps several”, says Katarina
Rimpi, who proudly carries the
tradition as she joiks the stream,
the ptarmigan and the icy-clear
winter nights. Katarina presents
bear ceremonies and performances where she combines
joik, song and storytelling. She
is a cultural element and will
make your event in Jokkmokk
unforgettable.
+46 (0)70-573 37 63

More than just pewter
“But, you make everything by hand? And using silver and gold too?”, is
often the surprised exclamation of the first-time visitor. At Jokkmokks
Tenn (tenn is Swedish for pewter), skilled craftsmen with great respect
for tradition, give Sámi jewellery and appliances a modern expression.
Silver jewellery, candle holders and the well-known salt ptarmigans
designed by Lars Pirak are big sellers. Tours are arranged (book in
advance) where groups can see the entire manufacturing process, from
casting and spinning to engraving.
Factory sales. www.jokkmokkstenn.com
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There’s something for
everyone at Ájtte

Joik as a
carrier of memories

Art to be
seen and heard
When art is at its best it can
seduce and touch, but also
upset. Art is a powerful way of
making your voice heard and
put focus on important issues.
In Jokkmokk paintings by artist
Anders Sunna have affected
many, as well as speeches,
music and performances made
by the sisters Maxida and
Mimmi Märak.
www.anderssunna.com
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Staying in a cabin in Årrenjarka Mountain
Lodge brings you incredible nature adventures, magnificent scenery and genuine
cultural experiences without having to
compromise on standards. You’ll find
exclusive cabins decorated in a Nordic style
using local materials. It’s easy to feel right
at home. www.arrenjarka.com
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under your boots, temperatures
that can plummet down towards minus 30°C, fires
burning, steaming breaths and a murmur of many
different languages. Winter sparkles, icily dazzling.
It’s market time. An unbroken tradition since 1606,
always on the first Thursday to Saturday in February. The king at the time, Charles IX, set up market
places around Lapland to collect taxes, hold assemblies and promote Christianity. Regional Sámi and
merchants from the coast gathered to trade goods.
It was easy to travel across frozen lakes and rivers.
Thousands of people still travel to the Jokkmokk
Market. Every year.
Jokkmokk’s annual cycle starts and finishes
with the market. The entire town welcomes you to
an unforgettable, rich, vibrant fireworks display
featuring art, handicraft, music, song, stories, food,
laughter and experiences. You get to share the very
best of Jokkmokk. The present meets the past, the
Sámi and the Swedish meet the rest of the world.
You come here to meet friends, old as well as new.
The market itself is almost impossible to describe. Market trade and culture in a wonderful
mix. Dog sledding and a fast-paced reindeer race

c ru n c h i n g s n ow
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on lake Talvatis. The Ájtte Museum is a hub and
the amazing handicraft exhibition by students at
the Sámi Education Centre is a must. Not many
would want to miss the classic reindeer caravan
through the market, or the food market with locally produced craft delicacies. Market visitors are
well wrapped up and meet in large Sámi tents to
eat and drink, and the hotels provide dinner and
celebrations.
Frozen feet are drawn to warm cabins, art and
handicraft exhibitions, Arctic-char sandwiches
and hot broth, storytelling and studio visits. The
whole town is bursting with activities – experiences that are waiting for you. Make your own
route using the market program and find your
way among the crowd.
At dusk evening events take over. Musicians
get ready. Those who forgot to buy concert tickets
in advance wander around a bit instead, keeping their eyes open for the unexpected. The pace
increases and before you know it, it’s night-time.
But the party doesn’t stop – it keeps going until
late into the night.
When it’s market days in Jokkmokk, you go all in.
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FOOD AND MUSIC
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The choice of food is endless, but don’t forget you’re in a
region rich in natural treasures such as fish, game, berries
and herbs. You’ll find local food in restaurants and cafés,
transformed into culinary experiences: for example Restaurant
Ájtte and Jokkmokk Arctic Deli.
At the food market ’Taste of the North’ and among the stalls
you can buy produce and refined flavours to take home. Music
plays an important role at the market. Concert after concert
is given everywhere there’s space available. You can dance
to music played by skilled folk musicians. Cosy Café Gasskas
homemade meals are based on local raw materials. Pub and
live music with local artists. www.gasskas.se

Don’t miss
out on...

The Party – ’AFTER MARKET’
in the Sámi tents in the market
area. Spend time with other excited visitors and enjoy simple
fare and drink. Often there is
musical entertainment being
served as well. Afterwards
there are plenty of places with
a bar scene, with or without
live music and dance.

For over 400 years,
Jokkmokk Market has been
a meeting place bringing
people from all over Sápmi
together. If you listen carefully you might be able to
make out lots of different
languages being spoken.
Apart from Swedish, Lule
and North Sámi are the
dominant languages in the
Jokkmokk region. But you
will probably hear another
Sámi language, South Sámi,
here as well at this time
of year.

The encounters – Jokkmokk
Market equals diversity. People
from all over Sápmi meet visitors from the rest of the world.
Open your mind and don’t be
afraid to share a table, making
new friends.
The reindeer caravan – Per
Kuhmunen and his family show
an old way of travelling. The
family’s beautiful dresses light
up the market as reindeer
and sleighs travel through the
market streets.
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A sense of snow
plays a leading role here in
Jokkmokk – pure, white, inviting and much
longed for. When snow starts to fall in October
and November the whole world changes colour
and shape. The landscape is tucked into its winter
rest under a gently undulating cover. While nature
rests, we get ready to get busy in the wonderful
white. The possibilities are nearly endless. The
feeling and smell of the snow is an adventure in
itself. All sounds are muffled and soles slide easily
on the surface. Try it!
Did you know that Lule Sámi has hundreds of
words for different types of snow? It’s a matter
of survival for a people who need to be able to
describe what kind of snow is falling, how thick it
is, how well it carries or how easily it breaks. So
sharpen your senses when you venture outside,
look for nuances and see if you can find different
kinds of snow while you’re here.
Perhaps you’d like to build a snowman or
snow sculpture with friends and family, or start

i n w i n t e r s n ow
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a loving snowball fight? What you want then
is mild temperatures around zero – making the
snow malleable. If the thermometer indicates
plenty of degrees below zero the snow gets cold
and difficult to master. Then it’s better suited for
other activities. Go skiing: downhill or across the
terrain without prepared tracks. Discover what
it feels like to make your own tracks in the snow.
Try a kicksled. Or why not try a snowmobile, the
obvious winter vehicle here in Jokkmokk. Go with
an experienced snowmobile guide on long tours
through forests and mountains. It will award you
with new knowledge and insights.
You’ll soon notice that snow has many colours,
reflecting the surroundings. Blue at dusk, pink
at dawn. Get the camera out and start taking pictures. Snowflakes and ice crystals on windows,
icicles and corn snow, frost formations on leftbehind bikes and tree branches. You’ll get some
stunning images – just take the time to look around.
The snow awaits, right outside your window.
DE ST I NAT I ONS OF SW E DI S H L A PL A ND
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A few Lule Sámi
words for snow
åppås – virgin snow without
tracks, no new or old reindeer
tracks and the area is ungrazed.
vahtsa – a thin layer of fresh
snow on top of earlier snow. If the
falling snow is damp or wet there
are more specific words for it, for
example slahtte .
slabttse – falling snow mixed
with rain. Once it’s on the ground
it’s called släbtsádahka or
just släbsát . If the släbsát
is untouched it’s white, but it
darkens as soon as someone steps
on it, pushing the water out.
skilltje , bulltje and tjilvve
describe lumps of snow and
icy grains that stick to objects,
reindeer moss and trees. Larger
clumps stuck to houses are almost
always bulltje .
Source: www.samerna.se

A magical selfie
Rarely will you get closer to a reindeer than a glimpse through the bus window, a flash
in the forest or on the mountain. In Nils Matto Aira’s reindeer corral just outside Jokkmokk you can get to know some of his tame reindeer and calves. Feel their dense fur,
adapted to the Arctic cold. Check out the big hooves, carrying them on top of the snow
and allowing them to dig deep for food. Ask anything you’d like. Lead your favourite
reindeer through the corral; not many can say they’ve done that. And don’t forget to
take the selfie of the year! +46 (0)70-569 44 30
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Is snowmobiling culture?
Of course!

Meet the reindeers on Silba Siida
Silba Siida is the place where you can experience Sápmi culture together
with Anna Kuhmunen and her reindeer herder family. By the sparkling fire in
the Sápmi tent you get to listen to joik, eat delicious Sápmi food and learn
more about the culture and its traditions. Anna is a young Sápmi woman,
among her friends there are craftswomen she likes to work with, it gives you
the chance to take part of Duodji, Sápmi handicraft och art. At Silba Siida
you get to meet and feed the family reindeer. An adventure for both kids
and grownups. Anna with family welcomes you and makes sure you get an
unforgettable experience.
www.silba.se
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With the season’s latest snowmobiles and a
safety approach that leaves nothing to chance,
a snowmobile tour becomes pure joy. It’s lovely to
travel through the winter landscape. The pleasure of driving combined with coffee made over
an open fire and reindeer stew, decorated with
lingonberries, served straight from the pan – this
is life. Driving a snowmobile around Jokkmokk is
as close as you’ll get to popular culture. Whether
you go for a short tour at a leisurely pace, or a
370-km drive up towards Laponia, the guides will
listen to your dreams: many stops along the way,
a visit to a reindeer-herding family, dinner at a
linen-covered table, or an enjoyable break on hot
sauna benches will be memories that outdo most
things. www.samelandsresor.se
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The longest
skiing race
in the
world

Nordenskiöld’s Greenland expedition 1883
two Sámi people from Jokkmokk reconnoitred the unknown areas of the
icy continent. They skied 460 km in 57 hours. When they returned, no one
believed Nordenskiöld. To prove it, he launched a ski race: Jokkmokk—
Kvikkjokk and back, a distance of 220 km. A Sámi man, Pavva-Lasse Nilsson Tuorda, crossed the finish line after 21 hours and 22 minutes. In April
2016 the Nordenskiöld race was revived as the Red Bull Nordenskiöld Race.
Since 2016 the race is organized yearly. About 500 skiers from 20 countries
accept the challenge to finish the world´s toughest ski race.
Norway`s Andreas Nygaard has won the race 3 times, the Swedish
long-distance expert Nina Lintzén has two victories on her list.

d u r i n g a rc t i c r e s e a rc h e r

www.nordenskioldsloppet.se
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Daniel Tynell and
Wolfgang Mehl test
the tracks prior to the
first Nordenskiöld Race
since 1883.

Did you know that...
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Jokkmokk Ski Club is Sweden’s oldest?
In Jokkmokk it’s quick and easy to go skiing.
The conditions for cross-country skiing are
excellent with cold snow early in the season
and several kilometres of prepared tracks that
last until early spring. Hotel Jokkmokk is very
convenient if you want to go skiing. It’s located
right next to the track. If you want to try skiing
for the first time and don’t have the equipment,
or have left it at home, there are ski boots and
cross-country skis available for rent.
www.hoteljokkmokk.se

Ski like back in the days
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“If you want to see a hundred mountains, rent a
snowmobile. If you want to get to know a mountain,
go by ski!” says reindeer herder Nils Gustav Blind. “In
the past children learnt to ski before they could even
walk. The difference compared to present day skiing
was huge. Everyone boasted dazzling technique as
they fought through the snow, sometimes with just
the one pole for support, like a third leg as they went
downhill. No one tried to go as fast as possible, they
just needed stamina to go far and doing so quietly.
Skiing is a great way of discovering wildlife and
getting close to elk and reindeer. If you’re a relaxed,
flexible skier and able to read the terrain you can
economise your strength even going uphill. That’s
when skiing becomes a great experience.”
The company Laponia Adventures arranges skiing
tours in the mountains and the forest.
www.laponiaadventures.com

Kåbdalis – when locals and
professionals get to choose
Kåbdalis is the most popular ski resort in the north of Sweden. Restaurants
with delicious food and drink, après ski and a wide range of accommodation choices coupled with great skiing has made Kåbdalis the favourite of
many. The season starts already in October and finishes well into May. In
autumn many of the best skiers in the world compete and train here. That’s
why Kåbdalis is more known in Austria and the Alps than among ordinary
Swedish skiers. The beginners’ slope is perfect for children. The youngest
ones love the sledding hill. Regardless of age, it’s lovely to enjoy an open
fire in a snow pit, go fishing in lake Kåbdalis, or listen to live bands at
Gamla Krogen. www.kabdalis.com
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Shop till you drop
s h o p p i n g i n j o k k m o k k , is it possible? Of course!
But it’s a bit different. Large shopping malls are
conspicuous in their absence. Instead shopaholics
embark on a tour of small shops where what it
says on the store sign often has very little to do
with what you actually find inside. Shopping in
Jokkmokk is a bit of a sport. You’ll find shoes and
designer dresses in the paint shop, food in the
artisan shop, skin care and health food in the dog
sports shop and CDs at the museum. In Jokkmokk
a fabric store is a lot more than just a fabric store.
Don’t take anything for granted. Don’t leave any
shop doors unopened.
At the Pirak crossing you’ll find several exciting
Sámi shops selling Sámi fashion and design. Not
the usual souvenir range, but things the Sámi buy
themselves to use, or give away as presents.
The Sámi handicraft foundation has a showroom
and shop, Sámi Duodji, in the centre of Jokkmokk. Here you’ll find Sámi craft bearing quality
seals, made by artisans from all over Swedish
Sápmi. Perhaps you’ll fall for a beautifully carved
knife, or a silver necklace. Other traditional handicrafts are found in the culture house Gamla
Apoteket and Hantverksbutiken, a craft store.
Often in Jokkmokk you’ll marvel at all the busy
24

hands found in the neighbourhood. It’s climate
smart to shop locally and often you get to chat
with the artisans themselves.
Some artisans use more unusual material for
their creations. Glass artists engrave candle holders and wine glasses, or create window decorations using fused-glass technique. Silver and gold
jewellery can be found at Jokkmokks Tenn. Many
artisans have a shop in their studios, but they’re
often a little bit outside of the centre. Ask around.
Early-December darkness descends over
Jokkmokk. An old-fashioned farmers’ market is
held at the Pirak crossing during the second
weekend in December. Fire baskets and torches are
ablaze. Shop windows tempt. Everyone is in high
spirits; children ride in sleighs pulled by reindeer
and get even more excited when Santa shows up
with his horse and sleigh. The choir sings
Christmas carols and you might catch a glimpse
of Lucia in the crowd. There’s a scent of mulled
wine and tasty Christmas dinner in the air. The
old church invites you to a traditional Christmas
concert and you can listen to joik at Bio Norden.
This is Jokkmokk. No stress, just a lot of
Christmas spirit while snowflakes quietly flutter to
the ground.
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Tradition and
innovation at Stoorstålka
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In the heart of Jokkmokk you’II find the Sámi store Stoorstålka
that is a must to visit, for everyone who likes Sámi fashion and
design. There’s a unique range of products available, designed
by Lotta Stoor and Piera Niilá Stålka, belts, accessories,
scarves, clothes and home furnishings based on Sámi
aesthetics and design tradition. They make their own collection of band weaving tools and yarns for band weaving and
knitting. As they say themselves, “Design by Sámi for Sámi
people, and equally cool souls.”
www.stoorstalka.com

SÁMI DUODJI –
HANDMADE AND AUTHENTIC

Sámi handicraft, Sámi Duodji, is an important part of Sámi
culture and identity. Look for the Duodji seal if you want to
make sure items are handmade and authentic. In the Sámi
Duodji store in Jokkmokk you can find clothes, household
items, jewellery and other beautiful objects, created by over
a hundred different artisans from Swedish Sápmi. Traditional
materials from nature and reindeer are used, such as wood,
roots and bark, antlers, skin and tendons, but also textiles and
silver. Everything is handmade for you to use. For a long time.
www.sameslojdstiftelsen.com

Organic beauty from Jokkmokk
Organic ingredients and berry seed oils from blueberry,
cloudberry and lingonberry from the forests of Jokkmokk is the
secret behind Care of Gerd’s success in the beauty industry.
Nourishing balms and lotions, and luxurious body oils that are
as suitable for baby skin as for aching muscles and princesses.
All made in Jokkmokk, caring about people and the environment. www.careofgerd.com
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Jokkmokk Christmas market
A small and genuine Christmas market with an old school
Christmas feel to it. Jokkmokk
presents a homely market with
focus on boutiques, laughs.
Music and food. The meeting
with the locals and the culture
makes Jokkmokk’s Christmas
market stand out, it’s so much
more than just an outdoor
marketplace. Visit the small
boutiques with a wide range
af stock, meet Santa, discover
S6mi handicraft. Try Christmas buffet with Sámi food,
listen to live Christmas music
and experience culture at the
Ajtte museum.
www.jokkmokksjulmarknad.se
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The seasons are in charge at
Arctic Deli
Here you can both taste, experience and learn about the local
Arctic food culture and its natural pantry, but also buy local
food craft products with you. The established Sámi chef Linn
Huuva with staff might offer reindeerburgers with cloudberrychutney, or forest mushroom soup with smoked mountain
trout. The seasons influence the menus.
arcticdeli.se

A taste of Jokkmokk
WELCOME TO THE TABLE

taste like? Ask us. We know. There’s a reason we
were appointed Food Capital of Sweden in 2014. In Jokkmokk we’re spoilt
with the finest ingredients from mountains and forests, and we are very
skilled when it comes to processing and cooking them. The famous sausage
from Jokkmokkskorv – the Rolls Royce of sausage – is almost a cult product,
and it’s only one of many amazing meat products that the company has won
awards for, again and again.
The pantry is around the corner. Game meat. Forest birds. Mountaincaught fish. Berries. Herbs. Clear air and clean water means high-quality
products with a lot of flavour. Good animal health and meat from the Sámi
communities in Jokkmokk is another quality marker.
Many of the products carry Sámi tradition and culture. Dried reindeer
meat is a must on mountain hikes. Souvas-smoked reindeer is proper slow
food, an artisan product made the traditional way by smoking it in a Sámi
tent. Pickled or smoked Arctic char is a delicacy. Eat it on Sámi bread –
Gáhkku – perfect backpack food.
Local food inspiration makes more people aware of everything that grows
in the wild. Indulge dishes and food crafts with roots in nature’s pantry,
produced with a focus on sustainability. As far from mass production you can
come. The midnight sun provides the extra hours of sun that make berries
and everything wild not of the arctic circle extra riche in flavour and goodness.
Look for the local dishes on restaurant menus. Collect taste memories.
The best souvenir is one you can eat. Find the game shops in Jokkmokk and
Porjus. Salty, sweet or tangy, you choose. You can also find locally-produced
delicacies in the local supermarkets.
Buy something tasty to take home with you. Keep the taste of Jokkmokk.

Foto: Kåbdalis Skidliftar

w h at d o e s j o k k m o k k

Italian or local?
At the ski paradise Kåbdalis
you can choose between
the ltalian inspired res
taurant Kårleone, which
tempts you with wood oven
baked pizza, pasta dishes
and lots of seafood dishes
or you sit down by the big
charcoal BBQ in the middle
of the rustic restaurant
Gamla Krogen. Thoroughly
cooked meat dishes and
high quality wine menus
in a candid environment can a ski trip become any
better?
www.kabdalis.com
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SÁPMI REN OCH VILT

Game shop with locally processed reindeer
and game products. Here you can buy
marinated reindeer fillet, smoked and dry
reindeer meat, but also bear and elk meat,
fish and berries. The quality seal Renlycka
guarantees that the reindeer meat comes
from free-range, healthy animals and is
free from antibiotics, which means the
meat contains more minerals, vitamins and
healthy fats. Visit the reindeer pasture with
Helena, Per-Oddvar or Rickard. In the Sámi
tent you can try reindeer meat and learn
more about reindeer husbandry.
www.sapmirenovilt.se
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By route E45, a few pole pushes from the ski slopes in Kåbdalis, you’ll find a
general store filled with baking fragrance. The home-made gáhkku and buns
from here are widely known. An unusual number of organic products are
available on the shelves. The assortment of tasty cheeses, crackers, jams, liquorice and chocolate is gourmet heaven. A carefully chosen selection of sporty
clothes for women, organic wool blankets, hygiene and beauty products and
madly fine-looking roosters tell you a lot about Marie and Kicki’s philosophy.
Life should be durable and fun. In the shop there’s also a café serving filling
sandwiches and juicy cinnamon buns. Served with organic coffee or perhaps a
cup of steaming hot chocolate. www.kominbageri.se
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K&M in, Bakery and General Store

In ÅrreNjarka Mountain Lodge delicious produce

Njálgge is a unique dining experience where local fla-

Four

vors, together with stories and pictures, guide you
through the eight Sami seasons. Reindeer herder
Helena Länta offers the family’s own refined
reindeer and herbal expert Eva Gunnare
offers herbs and berries from Jokkmokk’s
rich nature.
www.njalgge.com
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At the same time every day a three-course dinner is served.

Saltoluokta mountain station is known for its unique dinner tradition and its certified organic kitchen. Inspired by Sámi cooking
and using ingredients from mountains and forests the chefs
create delightful menus. Perhaps they’ll serve whitefish roe, roast
reindeer and cloudberry soup with Västerbottencheese-parfait.
Please book in advance.
www.saltoluokta.se
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such as reindeer and elk meat, Arctic char, whitefish,
almond potato, cloudberries from the marshes and
blueberries and lingonberries from the mountain
forests are obvious choices. Gun and her staff
use their knowledge and inspiration to create
meals you’ll never forget, based on the genuine home cooking you find in Swedish Lapland.
www.arrenjarka.com

A taste of the wild. Food creator and cultural guide
Eva Gunnare conveys emotions and insights on life in
Lapland in an inspiring and personal way. Treat yourself
to a taste show with pictures, stories, songs and tastes,
or go on a guided tour that finishes up in her kitchen in
Lappstan. Eva knows the wild green pantry of nature.
Many flavours come from northern herbs and berries
that she has picked and processed.
www.eolapland.se
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Accommodation
THE WAY YOU WANT IT

Photo: Carl Bredberg

h ow a n d w h e r e do you stay in Jokkmokk? Only you can provide the
answer. Would you like to stay somewhere comfortable? Secluded? Central?
In the mountains? Cheap? Exclusive? In a tent or cabin? Whatever kind of
accommodation you’re looking for, we probably have it.
We’re guessing you’d like to stay near nature and close to activities. Near
the ski slopes with your own sauna to relax in after a day of skiing. Next to
the ski tracks so you can go for a quick five-kilometre run before breakfast.
Near Laponia so you can see the mountain peaks when you pull up the
blinds. No matter what kind of accommodation you choose we promise that
you’ll be near nature – everywhere. Sometimes even closer. If you sleep in a
bivouac in a down sleeping bag, that’s as close as you can get.
Many visitors’ favourite way of staying in Laponia is to travel between
the various facilities and mountain cabins – with no electricity or running
water – offered by the tourist association in Padjelanta and Stora Sjöfallet.
Would you like to try it? Get to know the cabin host. Take a bath in the
wood-fired sauna. Cook in the shared kitchen and enjoy a pot of coffee with
other skiers, exchanging experiences. Perhaps you’ll find a friend for life.
Others prefer to enjoy the fireplace in the lounge, sipping something tasty,
before they go to sleep in a comfortable hotel bed, or an exclusive eight-bed
cottage with room for the entire family.
In Jokkmokk you can find almost every kind of accommodation. If you
can’t find what you’re looking for, just ask. Dreams can come true.

Wilderness
village
Solberget

Beautiful Åsgård was built in the 1920s as a
home for the local forester. Here you can stay
in individually designed rooms with 1–6 beds,
and enjoy a breakfast buffet with homemade,
locally produced and organic products.
Dinners, for pre-booked groups. Caisa, who
runs the guesthouse, was born in Jokkmokk
and has knowledge about the town, and about
activities in all seasons. You can also get help
with equipment for short hikes and a packed
lunch. +46 (0)70-366 46 45
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Cosy guesthouse
in central Jokkmokk

Step 100 years back in time.
In the wilderness village
Solberget there has never
been electricity or running
water. An organic lifestyle
paired with peaceful nature
experiences in the forest is
what German hosts Silke and
Dirk offer during your stay.
There is a guest house with
four rooms and a large kitchen, a sturdy forest hut and
a log cabin on the premises.
You can enjoy a woodfired sauna before dinner
every evening, perhaps after
a walk in the wood visiting
the farm’s reindeer.
www.solberget.com
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Sámi glamping

See you at Akerlunds
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SÁPMI NATURE CAMP — A sustainable, small-scale and personal Sámi glamping
experience. We offer a Sámi owned and hosted close to nature experience in the
world heritage Laponia. The camp has five ‘double rooms’ that consist of tent huts
(Lávvu, Sámi tents) furnished with a comfortable queen size bed, fireplace and
cosy decor inspired by nature and the Sámi culture. Lennart offers knowledge,
food and a personal hostesship. At the camp he serves meals from the Sámi food
culture, it’s not always served on the most expensive porcelain but where the
knowledge and stories about the food you eat, takes the centre stage.
www.sapminature.com
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The newly renovated, homely and
enchanting hotel that received its first
guests as early as 1928. The hotel
with its centenary cultural scene, and
a top class restaurant is an obvious
meeting point in the middle of central
Jokkmokk. In addition to a large breakfast with local produce, the restaurant
also offers classic Swedish homecooked food at lunchtime and a dinner
à la carte prepared with ingredients
from our local pantry. Warm welcome
to Akerlunds!
www.hotelakerlund.se

Langas Camp
Langas Camp is located in the mountain village
Björkudden, in a roadless area bordering on
Laponia. Live off the beaten track in a rustic
cabin, make fires and fetch your water from
the lake. Experience the mountains and
the mighty, ancient pine forest on skis or
by snowmobile. The Öberg family, who
have lived here for generations, will
take good care of you.
www.bjorkudden.com

Årrenjarka Mountain Lodge
Exclusive mountain cabins, comfortable hotel rooms
and a beautiful lounge and restaurant can be found
a the foot of Kassavare mountain at Årrenjarka.
The Mannberg family welcomes you. They’ve
lived here for more than 200 years. Snowmobile safari, dog sledding, ice fishing and
meditative moments by the grand slate fireplace await – ÅrreNjarka is a comfortable
base camp for all mountain tours in winter.
www.arrenjarka.com
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Stákkonjárgga Mountain Lodge
When you want to be yourself for a while, choose a woodheated cabin near the mountains in a land with no roads. The
light of the polar winter night is magical. Everything is quiet,
except for the rushing Jaurekaska rapids and the elk that
move east through the pine forests. When you’re not fetching
firewood or water you can go fishing, skiing or snowmobiling, or
take a refreshing bath in a hot tub or sauna. www.aluokta.com
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PLACES TO STAY
NEAR THE WORLD
HERITAGE

STF Saltoluokta Mountain Station
Guests have been coming to Saltoluokta for over one hundred
years. Enjoy the tranquility, peacefulness and atmosphere of
roadless land a mere stone’s throw from Sarek National Park.
You’ll feel right at home here. The mountain station has won
awards for its atmosphere and personal service. Choose between hotel or hostel standard. www.saltoluokta.se
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Accommodation
Hotels
HOTEL AKERLUND
Herrevägen 1, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-100 12
www.hotelakerlund.se
Cosy hotel in the centre of
Jokkmokk with restaurant,
conference facilities and sauna.
HOTEL JOKKMOKK
Solgatan 45, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-777 00
www.hoteljokkmokk.se
Beautifully situated by the Lake
Talvatis. There is a restaurant as
well as conference facilities and
a relaxation area with sauna.
Rooms for pets available as well
as reduced mobility rooms.
HOTELL VUOLLERIM
GÄSTGIVERIET
Bodenvägen 7, Vuollerim
+46 (0)976-106 60
www.hotellvuollerim.se
Small hotel with inviting two-bed
rooms and great views of the
frosen river. Shared shower in
the corridor. Restaurant and
sauna.
ÄLVARNAS HOTELL,
TWO RIVERS HOTEL
Mässgränd 23, Vuollerim
+ 46 (0)976-106 60
www.hotellvuollerim.se
Beatifully situated hotel by
Stora Lule Älv with 23 pleasant
newly renovated single and
twinrooms, welcoming lobby
and conference room. Sauna
and relax. Open all year round.

Hostels
ARCTIC COLORS
Strömgatan 45, Porjus
+46 (0)40 629 48 33
www.arcticcolorsporjus.com
Rooms/apartments with a view
of Sarek and the Greater Lule
River with good chances of
experiencing the northern lights.
The apartments have a living
room with TV and DVD. The
reception is located inside the
railway station.
ARCTIC NIGHT LODGE
Vintervägen 12, Porjus
+46 (0)76-831 66 99
www.arcticnightlodge.com
A new and quiet accommodation option with a personal
touch. Single rooms of a high
standard. Shared kitchen, two
bathrooms and a sauna. One
30

dinner is included in the price
of the room and you can book a
breakfast package.
KÅBDALIS
BED & BREAKFAST
Kåbdalis
+46 (0)70-578 71 96
www.kabdalisbnb.se
Value for money and pleasant
accommodation right by route
E45 in Kåbdalis, 60 km south
of Jokkmokk. Close to skiing
slopes and cross-country trails.
Ice fishing.
MURJEK VANDRARHEM
Murjek, Vuollerim
+46 (0)70-611 00 97
www.hembygd.se/murjek/
Accommodation near the
train line. Self-catering. Sauna
and breakfast, near the café.
Cash only.
STF JOKKMOKK HOSTEL
Åsgatan 20, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-366 46 45
jokkmokksvandrarhem@gmail.com
Homely hostel in a villa that was
built for the forest officer nearly
100 years ago. In the centre
of Jokkmokk, within walking
distance of restaurants, etc.
WILMA HOSTEL
Jokkmokk
+46 (0)73 021 19 68
www.wilmakonsult.se
An affordable, homely and
accessible accomodation option
with rooms in different designs,
sizes and price ranges. Centrally
located bud still secluded and
close to both nature experiences
and attractions.

Cabins/Camping
ARCTIC CAMP JOKKMOKK
Notudden, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-123 70
www.arcticcampjokkmokk.se
4-star camping and holiday park
with hot-tub and sauna. Perfect
for families, near free fishing
waters. Self-catering. Located
by the Little Lule River.
BLÅFJELL
HOLIDAY VILLAGE
Kåbdalis
+46 (0)73-074 86 39
www.kabdalisstugby.com
Apartments with 3 bedrooms
and 6 fixed beds in total; fullyequipped kitchen, living room
and sauna.

KRONOGÅRD
WILDERNESS
Kåbdalis, Kronogård
+46 (0)928-500 80
www.kronogard.com
Wilderness, cottages, restaurant, facilities for conference and
availability for caravan pitches.
Close to Krongård nature
reserve. Rental of snowmobiles,
snowmobile safaris.
KÅBDALIS SKI LIFTS AND
HOLIDAY VILLAGE
Kåbdalis
+46 (0)928-500 37
www.kabdalis.com
Apartment with high standard,
fireplace or sauna. Several
caravan pitches are available for
weekend bookings.
LANGAS CAMP
BJÖRKUDDEN
Björkudden
+46 (0)973-410 16
+46 (0)973-410 27
www.bjorkudden.com
A good choice for those interested in hunting and fishing.
Self-catering cottages with electricity but no running water. Outhouse. Meal service available
for groups if booked in advance.
Sauna. Conference facilities.
Licences for fishing and hunting
available for sale. Located 130
km northwest of Jokkmokk on
the south side of Lake Langas.
Snowmobile transport across the
lake can be organised.
SAPMI NATURE CAMP
Fjällnäsgränd, Gällivare
+46 (0)70 688 15 77
www.sapminature.com
A sustainable and small camp
that offers high quality, close to
nature accommodation, in the
world heritage Laponia. The
camp has fife double rooms that
consist of ten huts. (Lávvu, Sámi
tents) furnished with a comfortable queen size bed, fireplace
and cosy décor.
SKABRAM CAMPING
OCH STUGBY
Skabram, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-107 52
www.skabram.se
Cabins and camping. Self catering. Fishing licenses available
for sale. Meet goats, sheep,
chickens, rabbits and alpaca in
the yard. Hiking trails go directly
from the farm.

ÅRRENJARKA
MOUNTAIN VILLAGE
Årrenjarka 214, Kvikkjokk
+46 (0)971-230 18
www.arrenjarka.com
Family-owned accommodation,
near fishing, hiking trails and
mountains. Different types of
cabins available for rent, beautifully situated by Lake Saggat.
Caravan and camper pitches
as well as a camping site. Petrol
available for sale, shop with
limited selection. Restaurant
and conference facilities.

Mountain Stations
KVIKKJOKK
MOUNTAIN STATION
Storvägen 19, Kvikkjokk
+46(0)971-210 22
www.kvikkjokkfjallstation.se
Kvikkjokk- one of the beads in
Swedish mountain world. There
are 60 beds with single to multi-bed rooms in two buildings.
The timbered building from
1928 has pleasant rooms and
a lounge with a view over the
Sarek mountains. In the main
building there are a restaurant
and a wellstocked shop with a
beatiful view over the rapids
in Kamajokk and the mountain
Kaskaivo.
STF SALTOLUOKTA
MOUNTAIN STATION
Storlule
+46 (0)973-410 10
www.saltoluokta.se
Several accommodation
alternatives, from single rooms
to family rooms. Restaurant.
Room for pets and their owners.
Service building with selfcatering, drying room, shower
and sauna with beautiful views
of the mountains. Shop with
food, clothes and books, fishing
licences, sports equipment and
Sámi handicrafts. Mountain
equipment and sleds for rent.
Snow-mobile transport can be
arranged from Kebnats.
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Accommodation
Other
JOKKMOKK
HUNTING AND FISHING
CONSERVATION
ASSOCIATION
Sågvägen 14, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-122 00
www.jaktfiske.jokkmokk.com
Simple nature-friendly accomodation on the mountain
Kabla near Kvikkjokk, south of
lake Tjaktjajaure. Self catering,
no running water, outhouse.
Gas stove, gas lamps. Only
accessible by snowmobile or
skis. Suitable starting points
are Seitevare, Tjåmotis, Njavve,
Årrenjarka or Kvikkjokk.
KABLA HUNTING
& FISHING
Kvikkjokk
+46 (0)70-346 44 17
Simple accommodation close
to nature on the Kabla mountain
near Kvikkjokk, south of Lake
Tjakjajaure. Self catering,
no running water, outhouse.
Firewood available for those
travelling by ski. Gas stoves,
gas lights. Accessible by ski or
snowmobile. Suitable starting
points are Seitevare, Tjåmotis,
Njavve, Årrenjarka or Kvikkjokk.
KASKAIVO RESORT AB
Kvikkjokk
www.kaskaiovoresort.se
Holiday home in Kvikkjokk with
two cottages for rent. BBQ area
with benches. Cabin Snjerak,
room for 7 people. Kitchen,
living room, WC and stove.
Cabin Nammatj, room for 4
people. Kitchen, living room,
WC, shower and stove.
KUTJAURE VÄSTÄNDA
Lars-Anders and Maria Utsi,
Västra strand, Porjus
+46 (0)73-808 54 85
Perfect accommodation for
fishermen and others who
travel along the Padjelanta
Trail. Simple 4-bed cottages
with no electricity or running
water. Equipped for self catering
with gas stove and fire place.
Accessible for people with
reduced mobility. Sauna by
Lake Kutjaure. You reach it on
skis or by helicopter. The cabins
are located around 15 km from
Vaisaluokta, south of the Great
Lule River.

KVIKKJOKK STUGOR
Kvikkjokk
www.kvikkjokkstugor.se
Exclusive log cabin in Kvikkjokk
for rent. The cabin is in a quiet
area close to nice hiking trails in
the mountains. The cabin has a
fully equipped kitchen, toilets,
shower, sauna, two bedrooms,
sleeping loft and a south facing
porch. There are also two new
five-beds apartments, each with
toilet, shower and sauna.
LAPLAND RETREAT
Snesudden
+46 (0)70-292 25 37
www.lapland-retreat.com
The campsite has four cottages,
sauna, relax, hygiene rooms
and outhouse. In the main
building the guests can eat and
relax. Tentipi tents are close by
at lake Utterträsk.
MARTINA’S COTTAGES
Suobbat 1, Vuollerim
+46 (0)70-259 29 90
www.martinas-stuga.com
Simple cottages for rent with
electricity, fridge and cooking
facilities. Bed linen and towels
are included in the price. Every
cottage has its own outdoor
toilet. Water is fetched from
the well. Shower and sauna
outdoors.
PIETSJAURE SIJDDA
Pietsjaure
+46 (0)70-666 33 30
www.pietsjaure.se
Simple accommodation by
the fishing lake Pietsjaure. Self
catering, access to wood-fired
sauna. Outhouse. Located
around 140 km northwest of
Jokkmokk. Only accessible by
snowmobile or on skis.
STÁKKONJÁRGGA
MOUNTAIN LODGE
Jaurekaska
+46(0)70-527 68 38
www.aluokta.com
Self-catering accommodation
near the mountains with good
fishing opportunities, smallgame hunting and snowmobiling. Great location for skiing in
untouched old-growth mountain
forest (Ultevis mountain forest).
The cottages are located northwest of Jokkmokk, on the south
side of the Great Lule River and
at the same latitude as Jaurekaska. Snowmobile transport across the lake can be
arranged.

VILDMARKSBYN
SOLBERGET
Nattavara, Solberget 1
+ 46 (0)70-293 58 87
www.solberget.com
Experience life in Vildmarksbyn
Solberget far from civilisation
without running water and
electricity. Enjoy the peace and
quiet that you can find here
and book any activity with the
farm´s domestic reindeer or
perhaps a spa experience. Included in accommodation price:
overnight stay, map, tour of the
wilderness village, participation
in feeding the reindeer, use of
wood-burning sauna. Diet on
order.

STF Cabins:
The King’s Trail/
Padjelanta Trail

www.svenskaturistforeningen.se
All cabins except for Sårjåsjaure
have wardens when they are
open. At other times there are
security rooms with overnight
and cooking facilities. Skis or
snowmobil are required to reach
most of the cabins during the
wintertime.
AKKA MOUNTAIN CABIN
30 beds
AKTSE CABIN 34 beds
KUTJAURE CABIN 20 beds
NJUNJES CABIN 20 beds
PIESKEHAURE CABIN
26 beds
PÅRTE CABIN 26 beds
RITSEM CABIN
80 beds + caravan pitches
+46 (0)973-420 30
SITOJAURE CABIN 22 beds
SÅMMARLAPPA CABIN
16 beds
SÅRJÅSJAURE CABIN
8 beds
TARREKAISE CABIN 26
beds
VAIMOK CABIN 26 beds
VAISALUOKTA CABIN
20 beds

BLT Cabins:
Padjelanta Trail

www.padjelanta.com
+46 (0)70-281 30 03
During winter only one room
per cabin is open. To access
more rooms in one or more of the
cabins booking is required.
ÁRASLUOKTA 32 beds
DARRELUOPPAL 36 beds
DUOTTAR 32 beds
GISURIS 34 beds
LÅDDEJÅHKÅ 34 beds
STÁDDAJÅHKÅ 18 beds
STÁLOLUOKTA 42 beds

BLT Cabins: Muddus

www.laponia.nu
In winter there are no signposted
trails in the national park, but
the ice-covered marshlands
and snow-clad forests attracts
many skiers who ski between
the cabins open all year around.
The road to Sárggavárre and
Urttimjávrre, locaed along the
Messaure road, are ploughed
in winter.
MUDDUSAGAHTJALDA
MUTTUS WATERFALL
1 cabin, 12 beds
MUTTUSLUOBBAL
1 cabin, 9 beds
1 Sámi tent, 4 beds
MANSON 1 cabin, 3 beds
ARVIDSSON 1 cabin, 2 beds
NAMMAVÁRRE
1 cabin, 3 beds
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Activities

CITY WALK
Book Jokkmokk Tourist
Information in advance.
+46 (0)971-222 50
The culture association offers
an exciting walk around
Jokkmokk, making short stops
at important and interesting
locations, such as the old Sámi
church. Time: 1.5—2 hours.
CURIOUS ABOUT SÁPMI?
+46 (0)73-819 89 84
The Pittja family welcomes visitors to their corral where they
get to help feed the reindeer.
Take the opportunity to get to
know some of the reindeer and
learn more about the Sámi.
Book by phoning up a day in
advance.
DRIVERS PARADISE
Solgatan 45, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)73-807 82 45
www.driversparadise.se
Experience Swedish Lapland
and drive fully prepared rally
cars on ice. All our driving programs are tailored to match
the needs of both beginners
and advanced drivers.
ENBOM OUTDOOR
Notudden 119, Mattisudden
+46 (0)70-545 01 23
Dog-sledding in Jokkmokk.
ESSENSE OF LAPLAND
Sirkasgatan 4, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)72-234 89 88
www.eolapland.se
Eva Gunnare, food creator
from Swedish Lapland, invites
32

FISKFLYG
Porjus
+46 (0)973-400 32
Fiskflyg is a helicopter company with a winter base in Porjus.
From there, they perform fast
and smooth helicopter flights
within our fantastic mountain
world.
FROSTY TRAILS
Kåskats 34, Vuollerim
+46 (0)73-028 47 83
www.frostytrails.com
Frosty Trails specialise in weeklong dogsledding tours in the
boreal forest as well as through
the mountains.
JOKKMOKK
ARCTIC DREAM
Älvsbo 7, 962 99 Jokkmokk
+46 (0)76-243 36 46
www.jokkmokkarcticdream.se
Helps you tailor your activities
all year round in Destination
Jokkmokk.
JOKKMOKKGUIDERNA
Skabram 201, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-684 22 20
jokkmokkguiderna.com
We have almost 50 Siberian
huskies and three border collies. The company offers dogsled rides, guided tours and
expeditions.
JOKKMOKK
MOUNTAIN TRAVELLERS
Mattisudden
+46 (0)70-544 45 38
www.jmtjokkmokk.se
Offers everything from shorter
dog-sled tours with refreshments or food to weekly tours
where you really get to know
the dogs and learn how to mush
your own team. Accommodation in cabins or tents.
JÅHKÅMÅHKE
YOGA & MMA
Lappstavägen 9, Jokkmokk
jokkmokkyoga.com
Welcome to do yoga and martial
arts here with us at Jåhkåmåhke
Yoga & MMA, either at our beginner friendly weekly classes, or
as a private session with our instructors. We also offer massage
and reflexology. Welcome!

LAPLAND VUOLLERIM
WELCOMES YOU AB
+46 (0)976-100 30
www.laplandvuollerim.se
Packages and markets nature
and cultural experiences.
LAPONIA ADVENTURES
Skabram, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70 260 05 37
www.laponiaadventures.com
Laponia Adventures helps you
experience Jokkmokk and the
world heritage site Laponia. We
are specialized in organizing
tours and expedition but also
rent equipment and help you
with planning your own adventure as well as organize mountain transports and logistics.
NATIVE LAPLAND
Årrenjarka, Kvikkjokk
+46 (0)73-020 30 03
www.buljo.se
Sámi guide company based in
the beautiful mountain village
Årrenjarka, offering dog sledding, snowmobiling and skiing.
NILS-MATTO AIRA
Akkatsgatan 19, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-569 44 30
Join Nils-Matto on a guided
tour of the reindeer enclosure.
You get to help him feed the
reindeer, lead a reindeer
and take photos. Listen to
interesting stories about life
as a reindeer herder and Sámi
culture. Book by phoning up a
day in advance.
NJÁLGGE
www.njallge.com
Meet the reindeer herder Helena Läntha and the food creator
Eva Gunnare. They invite you
on a joruney trough the eight
seasons of Sapmi in stories,
pictures and of course flavours
from the local and pure nature.

SAMELANDSRESOR
Klockarvägen 1, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-106 06
www.samelandsresor.se
Offers adventure trips such
as snowmobile safaris around
Jokkmokk and World Heritage
Laponia. Rental service offering snowmobiles, cars, buses,
trailers and tents.
SILBA SIIDA
+46 (0)70 665 61 67
www.silba.se
Sami experiences in Jokkmokk. By the sparkling fire in
the Sam i lent you get to listen
lo joik, eat delicious Sami food
and learn more about the
culture and its traditions.
THE WILDERNESS
VILLAGE SOLBERGET
Solberget, Nattavaara
+46 (0)70-293 58 87
www.solberget.com
Experience life in Solberget
wilderness village, 20 km from
the nearest inhabited house
and with no running water or
electricity. Enjoy the peace
and quiet, take a forest tour
with the tame reindeer on the
farm, or book a spa treatment.
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C/O SÁPMI
Jokkmokk
sapmirenovilt.se
Tel. +46 (0)70 273 75 78
Experience Sami culture,
reindeer, reindeer herding and
Sami gastronomy. Visit family
Länta, who will invite you to
their winter camp “samesijdda”
in Vaimat, 13 km south of
Jokkmokk’s centre.

you to a multi-sensory experience filled with inspiration.
You can buy Eva’s products
and also book an exciting taste
performance.

YOGA VICINO
+46 (0) 73-934 05 58
https://vicino.se
Offers yoga classes whether
you are a beginner or an
experienced yogi, alone or in
groups. Feng Shui consulting.
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ARCTIC WELLNESS
STUDIO, YOGA ON ICE
Lappstavägen 9, Jokkmokk
Tel. + 46 (0)70 567 70 92
Arctic Wellness Studio offers
Yoga classes, pump, spinning,
circle training and other experiences in our arctic climate.
Whether locals or visitor, you
are warmly welcome to Arctic
Wellness Studio!

NORDVALL FISHING
+46 (0)70-221 59 60
www.nordvallfishing.com
One day ice fishing tours, fishing brown trout, grayling, arctic
char, perch and pike. Skiing
tours to National park Muddus.
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Restaurants & cafes
Restaurants

CAFÉ BJÖRN/
THUNBORGS VILTAFFÄR
Strömgatan 32, Porjus
+46 (0)973-101 79
Café and shop with products
such as meat, fish, cheese and
berries. Handicraft and all kinds
of things for sale.

ENNÁS MAT & DRYCK
Industrivägen1, Porjus
+46(0)973-102 38
Today´s lunch Monday-Friday,
Grill menu, suovas roll/plate.

CITY KONDITORIET
Storgatan 28, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-106 50
Classic café with sandwiches,
pastries, hot and cold drink,
ice cream.
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CAFÈ GASSKAS
Porjusvägen 7, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-365 97 48
Local food, a pub with a live
scene hosted by artists from the
North. Good coffee. High cozy
factor.

HOTEL AKERLUND
Herrevägen 1, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-100 12
The newly renovated enchanting
hotel in the middle of central
Jokkmokk.

HOTEL JOKKMOKK
Solgatan 45, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-777 00
Menu with products from our
local pantry.
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HOTELL VUOLLERIM
GÄSTGIVERIET
Bodenvägen 7, Vuollerim
+46 (0)976-106 60
Flavoursome food and exclusive dishes using local and
Swedish produce, beer, wine.

VUOLLERIMS
HEMBYGDSGÅRD
Vuollerim
+ 46 (0)70-636 11 43
Serving of coffee, pies and other simple meal. Open in winter
for groups by arrangement.
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K & M IN
Kåbdalis 402, Kåbdalis
+46 (0)928-500 00
Bakery with home-made
bread, café with sandwiches
and simple fare.

JOKKMOKK ARCTIC DELI
Berggatan,
in the middle of Jokkmokk.
+46 (0) 70 200 34 13
Market hall with locally
produced goodies, homemade
coffee and food.

KVIKKJOKK
FJÄLLSTATION
Storvägen 21, Kvikkjokk
+46 (0)971-210 22
Breakfast, lunch, à la carte and
three-course dinner special.
Check the opening hours on the
homepage, kvikkjokkfjallastation.se
LANGAS CAMP
BJÖRKUDDEN
Björkudden
+46 (0)973-410 16
Menu with game and fish dishes
offered to groups. Own raw
materials from mountain, forest
and lake. Dinners to pre-book.
MARADONAS SPORTSBAR
Västra Torggatan 12
+46(0) 971-100 08
Today’s special is served
Mon-Fri. Á la carte, pizza. Big
screen TV.
MURJEKS
HEMBYGDSFÖRENING
Murjek
+46 (0)976-200 97
Today´s lunch, café. Pre-booking on weekends.
PIZZERIA LILLA
PARADISET
Storgatan 28, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-129 00
Pizza, burgers, salads, kebab, à
la carte, beer and wine.
RESTAURANG ÁJTTE
Kyrkogatan 3, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-170 91
Today’s special, dishes with a
local touch.
RESTAURANG
ARCTIC COLORS
Strömgatan 45, Porjus
+46 (0)70-629 48 33
Wide range of tasty food featuring local ingredients, cooked on
hot lava stones. Pre-booking.

JOKKMOKKSGRILLEN
Borgarplatsen 1, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-105 00
Grill restaurant, take-away,
burgers, nuggets, parisians,
smothies, ice cream and
sweets.

RESTAURANG
NJARKA
Årrenjarka
+46 (0)971-230 18
Foto: ÅrreNjarka Fjällby

Café

Food made from local produce.
Café and simple fare during
daytime. Dinners available on
request.
RESTAURANG OPERA
Storgatan 36, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-105 05
Pizza, homely fare, salads,
kebab, beer, wine.
RESTAURANG SMEDJAN
Föreningsgatan 11, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-123 40
Persian food, salads, grill menu,
pies, beer, wine.
SALTOLUOKTA
FJÄLLSTATION
Saltoluokta Fjällstation
+46 (0)973-410 10
Serves breakfast, lunch and
three-course dinners. You can
also buy a lunch package,
choosing the contents yourself
from the breakfast buffet.
Check the opening hours on the
homepage, saltoluolta.se
STF JOKKMOKK/ÅSGÅRD
Åsgatan 20, Jokkmokk.
+ 46 (0)70-366 46 45
In the hostel´s restaurant
groups can pre-book dinners
cooked with local ingredients
with loving hands. Contact the
hostel for menu suggestions
and bookings.

RESTAURANG
GA-LA-MAIR
Porjusvägen 4, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-104 00
Thai food.
RESTAURANG KOWLOON
Föreningsgatan 3, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-100 85
Chinese food, pizza, beer, wine.
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Shopping

BAGGEBYGG AB/BOLIST
Lappstavägen 14, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-276 64 46
The local construction and
hardware store.
BIRGER’S KNIVES
Hantverkargatan 15,
Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-328 65 26
www.birgersknivar.se
Knife maker with shop and
workshop at home. Please call
in advance.
BJÖRN THUNBORG
GAME SHOP
Strömgatan 32, Porjus
+ 46 (0)973-101 79
Handicrafts, furs from reindeers,
Sámi knives and much more.
C/O GERD
Hantverkargatan 25,
Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-126 05
www.careofgerd.com
Care of Gerd makes and sells
organic beauty and skin-care
products, free from mineral oils,
parabens and PEG substances.
Web shop also available.
COOP KONSUM
Storgatan 29, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)10-747 40 20
Supermarket.
FJÄLLRIKET
Porjusvägen 9, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-297 22 84
www.fjallriket.se
Sámi gift shop with everything
from Sami furnishings to shoes.
GAMLA APOTEKET
Västra Torggatan 15,
Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-120 80
Sale and exhibition of local art,
crafts. Open in December and
during the Jokkmokk winter
market. Call other times.
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HANTVERKSBUTIKEN
Porjusvägen 10, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-371 46 29
Sale of textile and leather
crafts, glassware, ceramics,
yarn, horn craft, knives,
wooden cups, reindeer skins,
jams, juices, home-made bread
and coffee.
Photo: Agneta Nyberg.

ÁJTTE MUSEISHOP
Kyrkogatan 3, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-170 70
www.ajtte.com
Ájtte museum shop has a wide
range of handicrafts, jewellery,
home furnishings, books, skin
care, clothes and local products.

ICA RAJDEN
Berggatan 6, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-101 10
www.ica.se/jokkmokk
Supermarket
JOKKMOKKS BLOMMOR
& BEGRAVNINGSBYRÅ
Köpmangatan 20, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-100 72
Shop with flowers and home
decor. We are looking forward
to your visit!
JOKKMOKKS
HUNDSPORT
Storgatan 28, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-525 44 33
Pet shop selling pet accessories and health food.
JOKKMOKKS TENN
Järnvägsgatan 19,
Jokkmokk
+46( 0)971-554 20
www.jokkmokkstenn.se
Traditional Sámi handicraft.
Jewelry in silver, gold and pewter as well as utility items.

KJELLS HORNSLÖJD &
HANTVERK
Storgatan 8, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-632 73 42
Sale of crafts, such as knives,
leather-, tin and woodwork,
reindeer skin. Please call in
advance.

KVIKK HEM- OCH
FÖRETAGSDESIGN
Storgatan 2A, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-554 55
Fb: kvikkijokkmokk
A shop with paint and decoration, but also quads, boats,
home furnishings, clothes and
shoes.
LENA SANDBERG
JOHANSSON
Rajdvägen 21, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)73-038 85 84
www.lsj.se
Studio and shop where Lena
exhibits and sells her engraved
glass items and art featuring
Sámi motifs. Please call in
advance.
LISE-TAPIO PITTJA
Åsgatan 26
+ 46 (0)72-244 71 20
Entrepreneur in Sámi duodji;
fur & leather clothing, Sámi design. She has her own studio at
home. Please call in advance.
MERINA GALLERIAN
Berggatan 7, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70 559 40 19
Shop with a wide range of
hunting, fishing and leisure
equipment.
PAPPERSLAPPEN
Storgatan 28, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-104 25
www.papperslappen.com
Large selection of toys and
office supplies. The shop is also
an agent of Swedish gambling
and lotteries.
PIRAK DECOR & DESIGN
Klippgatan 3, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)73 835 21 65
A unique store in the middle
of Jokkmokk. Our assortment
consist of textile, interior
details and Sámi design. We
choose our brands with great
care and accuracy to suit our
customers. Welcome to an
exciting and inspiring shop
environment.
PORSI BYGGHANDEL
Bodenvägen 11, Vuollerim
+ 46(0)976-100 07
www.porsibygghandel.se
Furnishings, garden articles
and local crafts. Building, iron
and colortrade.

RÖDA KORSETS BUTIK
”KUPAN”
Föreningsgatan 3, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-124 25
www.kommun.redcross.se/
jokkmokk
Second hand shop.
STOORSTÅLKA
SÁMI DESIGN SHOP
Föreningsgatan 2, Jokkmokk
www.stoorstalka.com
Sámi design shop that sells
custom-designed clothes,
accessories, home furnishings,
yarns and weaving tools.
SÁMI DUODJI
Porjusvägen 4, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-128 94
www.sameslojdstiftelsen.com
Shop and gallery with qualityassured Sámi craft – Duodji.
SÁPMI REN OCH VILT
Hantverkargatan 71,
Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-273 75 78
www.sapmirenovilt.se
We refine reindeer and elk
meat from the local area.
There are also wild-caught
char and trout in the shop.
TEAM SPORTIA
JOKKMOKK
Storgatan 20, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-120 30
www.teamsportia.se/stores/
team-sportia-jokkmokk/
Sport- and leisure shop selling
clothes, bikes, sports and fishing items, camping equipment
and hiking goods.
VÄRLDSBUTIKEN
LAPONIA
Borgargatan 9, Jokkmokk
Fairtrade shop selling
Fairtrade clothes, dry goods,
jewellery, crockery and more.
WÄSTFELTS
PHOTO & PRESENTER
Porjusvägen 12, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-100 46
Photography and home
décor shop.
ÅSTRÖMS RADIO OCH TV
Storgatan 28, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-101 15
www.jokkmokk.euronics.se
Electronics.
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Food producers

JOKKMOKKS BÄR
+46 (0)70-280 68 50
www.jokkmokksbar.se
Processes local berries into
jam, drinks and other goodies.
All products are available for
purchase at Gamla Apoteket
and a selection at Ájtte and
ICA supermarket in Jokkmokk.

Bodenvägen 18, Vuollerim
+ 46(0)70-660 30 25 Agnes
+46 (0)976 100 03
www.mathantverkshuset.se
Here, Sweden’s northernmost
hard cheese Gärda is served
on pure untreated mountain
milk from Vuollerim Gård.
Bronze winner in the World
Cheese Award 2018. Unique
delicacy products such as
Vuollerim roll and Vuollerim
pie. Sales outlet, see website.
Study visit? Contact info@
laplandvuollerim.se

Sámi culture and mountain
landscapes in beautiful and
exciting exhibitions.

JOKKMOKK MARKET
www.jokkmokksmarknad.se
This market is more than
400 years old and has made
Jokkmokk famous all over the
world. It falls on the first
Thursday to Saturday of
February every year.

SÁPMI REN OCH VILT
Hantverkargatan 71,
Jokkmokk
+46 (0)70-273 75 78
www.sapmirenovilt.se
The family Länta game shop
that refines reindeer meat
and other game from the
Jokkmokk area.

NORDENSKIÖLDSLOPPET
www.nordenskioldsloppet.se
The world’s first and longest
ski race. It was held for the first
time in 1884, in Jokkmokk.

UTSI REN
Västra Strand, Porjus
+ 46(0)70-398 65 85,
www.utsiren.se
Processes and refines reindeer
meat and sells in store and
online.

Photo: Ludvig Wästfelt

JOKKMOKKS KORV
& RÖKERI
Hantverkargatan 71,
Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-102 17
www.jokkmokkskorv.se

MATHANTVERKSHUSET

VUOLLERIMDELIKATESSER

ÁJTTE SVENSKT FJÄLLOCH SAMEMUSEUM
Kyrkogatan 3, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)971-170 70
www.ajtte.com

Photo: Graeme Richardson

JOKKMOKKS BRYGGERI
– ARCTIC CRAFT BEER
www.jokkmokksbryggeri.se
Arctic craft beer made from organic ingredients with flavours
of local culture and nature.
Available locally at: Hotel
Akerlund, Hotell Jokkmokk,
ÅrreNjarka Fjällby, Saltoluokta
mountain station, Jokkmokk
Hostel, Jokkmokk Arctic Deli
and Stora Sjöfallet.

Award-winning meat products. Products available for
purchase in Jokkmokk food
stores.

Event

Photo: Ludvig Wästfelt

ESSENSE OF LAPLAND
Sirkasgatan 4, Jokkmokk
+46 (0)72-234 89 88
www.eolapland.se
Eva Gunnare, Lapland’s food
creator, invites you to a multifaceted experience filled with
inspiration. You can both buy
Eva’s products and participate
in her exciting taste activities.

Museums

With reservation for any changes and errors.

How to get here
FLIGHT
SAS LULEÅ AIRPORT
+46 (0)770–72 77 27
www.sas.se
NORWEGIAN
LULEÅ AIRPORT
+46 (0)770–45 77 00
www.norwegian.com
ARVIDSJAURS AIRPORT
Fly-car.de
+46 (0) 70 66 01 429
+49 (0) 65 43 81 85 3-10
pro-sky.com
+49 (0) 221 92 044 -0
HELICOPTER
FISKFLYG AB
+46 (0)973–400 32

TAXI
JOKKMOKK TAXI
+46 (0)971–551 20
RENTAL CAR
SAMELANDSRESOR
+46 (0)971-106 06
BUS
LÄNSTRAFIKEN
+46 (0)771-10 01 10
www.ltnbd.se

TRAVEL AGENCIES
SN RESOR
+46 (0)971–582 22
info@snr.se
www.snr.se

JOKKMOKKS
JULMARKNAD
www.jokkmokksjulmarknad.se
Traditional Christmas market
in the centre of Jokkmokk in
December.

TRAIN
SJ
+46 (0)771–75 75 75
www.sj.se
Bus: Murjek station—Jokkmokk
is included in the ticket.
INLANDSBANAN
www. inlandsbanan.se

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE
TOURIST INFORMATION.

+46
+46 (0)971-222
(0)971-222 50
50, 171 20
www.destinationjokkmokk.se
www.jokkmokk.se/turism
info@destinationjokkmokk.se
visit@jokkmokk.se
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Welcome to Sweden’s northernmost destination!
In Swedish Lapland you will find unique arctic experiences. Thanks to the warm Gulf Stream,
here high up by the Arctic Circle, you can experience seasons with great contrasts between polar
nights with sparkling northern lights in a white winter landscape and warm summers filled with
swimming and hundred days without night under the midnight sun. In the east – a 300-km coastal
stretch facing the world’s largest brackish water archipelago, with thousands of islands. Sandy
beaches, fishing camps and unique produce. In the west – vast mountains, brooks with water so
clean you can drink from them and lots of adventures around the corner. In between the quiet, enigmatic, open-handed forest and river valleys from Skellefte
River in the south to Torne River in the north-east, all with
their unique distinctive characteristics to offer. Traditions
and cultures are strong here, and love of nature is even
stronger. This is our everyday-life, and we invite you to
share it with us. www.swedishlapland.com
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Jokkmokks
Turistinformation
Västra Torggatan 11
962 85 Jokkmokk
Tel: +46 (0)971 222 50
E-mail: visit@jokkmokk.se
www.jokkmokk.se/turism

Upptäck mer av Jokkmokk/Discover more
www.destinationjokkmokk.se
instagram.com/destinationjokkmokk
facebook.com/destinationjokkmokk

Idea and graphic design: Swedish Lapland Visitors Board & Destination Jokkmokk • Copy: Iréne Lundström & Ella Jonsson • Cover picture: Carl Bredberg • Map illustrated by: Lisa Wallin • www.swedishlaplandvisitorsboard.com • Print: HS Copy & Media Service AB 2020.
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